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The US evacuation of Bagram Air Base in the middle of the night, without notifying Afghan forces, epitomizes the debacle wrought by 20 years of war.
US imperialism’s criminal debacle in Afghanistan
Opposing American empire should never justify supporting perpetrators of atrocities, and yet that’s exactly what some anti-imperialists are doing with their analysis of events in China’s Xinjiang ...
Xinjiang Denialists Are Only Aiding Imperialism
My article concerning the conceptualization of archaeological imperialism stirred numerous discussions. However, it was misunderstood. As a result, I was banished by secular bigots! This is Turkey’s ...
Turkey needs to break the chains of archaeological imperialism
These developments went hand-in-hand with warmongering in the Caucasus and the transformation of the Ottoman Empire into an outpost of German imperialism ... history, thanks to Ataturk, Islam ...
The Rise and Fall of the Islamic Gunpowder Empires
Leezenberg, Michiel 2016. The Vernacular Revolution: Reclaiming Early Modern Grammatical Traditions in the Ottoman Empire. History of Humanities, Vol. 1, Issue. 2, p. 251. Hammond, Andrew 2017. SALAFI ...
Islamic Intellectual History in the Seventeenth Century
and the early Muslim period. Taking a focused and thematic approach, it aims to provoke a discussion of an explicit set of themes supplemented by the reading of ancient sources. By focusing on empires ...
Ancient Empires
One of the declared goals of the United Nations is to maintain international peace and security and spare the world the scourge of wars, but under the pressure of imperialism and the unipolar regime ...
United Nations… an international gang and a black umbrella for imperialism’s crimes
In Part Three Professor Prashad gives a short history of imperialism’s change in form following the collapse of the Soviet Union, and some analysis of US regime change efforts since that time.
Book Review: Vijay Prashad – Washington Bullets
The central thrust of Chinese President Xi’s address to a global online gathering of 500 political parties was a barely concealed criticism of the hegemonic role of American imperialism.
Beijing mounts a diplomatic counteroffensive against Washington’s aggressive stance
Canada —“All of us should feel the pain of the Indigenous community here … because we have seen what imperialism does to our countries back home,” Aarij Anwer, Imam of the London Muslim ...
Imams in Canada express solidarity with Indigenous people
If the Union wants to realise its geopolitical ambition to be a global player, EU leaders should deal with the impact of past colonial misdeeds head-on and ensure that EU diplomats and younger ...
History matters for the EU’s geopolitical ambitions
Rumya Putcha, Assistant Professor at the Institute for Women's Studies at University of Georgia, USA, discusses the Sanskrit origins of the word ‘namaste’ and the problematic use of it in yoga classes ...
Rumya Putcha talks about the word namaste and yoga
Devastated, destroyed, disillusioned, and desolated by Zion-imperialism, the Palestinians are once again standing at the crossroads of history ... offshoot of the Muslim-Brotherhood — was ...
Existential questions for Palestinians
What India needed at the time was more constructive globalisation, but that is not the same thing as imperialism. The distinction is important. Throughout India’s long history, it persistently ...
Illusions of empire: Amartya Sen on what British rule really did for India
The significance of this expanded mass culture (via the popular press, Empire Day pageants and so on) was that it coincided with the new mass ideology of racist jingoistic imperialism ... over its ...
The socialism of fools: anti-semitism in the Labour Party?
They project onto Zionism, and the Jewish state, all that is evil in their worldview, such as colonialism and imperialism ... but with reference to Islam, according to which society should ...
An Appeal to Politicians, Journalists, and Scholars: Stop Excusing Jew Haters
As a scholar who studies the history of mission and evangelism among white Protestants, I examine the connection between cultural imperialism and the modern Western missionary movement. And Southern ...
Southern Baptist Convention's focus on mission recalls history of promoting white dominance
New Delhi: A new book by Roderick Matthews seeks to explain the British rule in India beyond the binaries of imperialism and ... Mathews is a graduate in history from Balliol College, Oxford.
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